Greetings, Illustrious Class of 1973!
I’ll lead off with a quick recap of this year’s National Character and Leadership Symposium. We had 73
(yes, an auspicious number!) of our classmates and guests sign up, with some 60 or so in actual
attendance. That is about half again the most we’ve ever had attend. A big thanks to the event
organizers for accommodating all of us at the Thursday dinner. Class Webmasters Craig MacPherson
and Kelly McCullar, both CS-39 Campus Radicals, have posted a bunch of pictures from the event, as
well as a dozen videos of speakers’ presentations. The Academy once again did a marvelous job of
getting outstanding, motivational speakers. On the evening before NCLS started, the aforementioned
Campus Radicals had a squadron dinner at the local Biaggi’s Restaurant, with Mark and Claire Romain,
Craig and Pat MacPherson, Paul and Jana Motley, Al and Sandy Maurer, Dale Birch and Kelly McCullar in
attendance.

CS-16 grads and spouses at Biaggi’s Colorado Springs prior to NCLS: Mark Romain, Craig MacPherson,
Paul Motley, Pat MacPherson, Claire Romain, Jana Motley, Sandy Maurer, Al Maurer, Dale Birch and
Kelly McCullar.
March saw two major classmate milestones. Maj Gen Mike Edwards, CS-13, was our last classmate still
in uniform and retired as The Adjutant General of Colorado on 2 Apr 2017. A dinner in honor of Mike
was held at the Wings Over The Rockies Air and Space Museum at old Lowry AFB. Classmate John Barry,
CS-26, is the CEO of the museum. Mike was also at our local Front Range ’73 dinner in January, where
we each chipped in a buck for our “Tail-End Charlie.” The guest speaker was Brig Gen (Ret) Mal Wakin.
How many of us had him for Philosophy! He retired after some 58 years of association with the
Academy. We were joined at that January dinner by members of the Class of 1970—tormentors and
tormentees! Pix below are from the January dinner.
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Last man standing Mike Edwards counting all the
moolah donated one dollar at a time by classmates at
the January dinner

Ron Scott, CS-34, (left) explaining how we almost lost
Glen Johnston, CS-07 (right), due to a stroke. Glen
had just explained why cadets would stand during
class.

Brig Gen (Ret) Mal Wakin speaking to the combined
‘73/’70 dinner

’73 grads and spouses
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Summer of 1969 Demon Squadron reunion. L to R:
Bruce Meyer, CS-16; Dennis Haugh, CS-13; Dave
Gaw ’70, Demon Sq Commander and CS-16 Fall Sq
Commander; Rich Fazio, CS-16; Mike Edwards, CS13; Steve Lorenz, CS-15.

'70 grads and spouses

Mostly '73 grads and spouses

'70 grads and spouses with Gen Wakin
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Ron Taylor, CS-34, sent greetings/congratulations and copies of old photos of Mike and him on a crosscountry to see Mt. Fuji during their first operational assignment, at the 36th TFS at Osan. Photos are
below. You can actually recognize young Mike in the upper right photo.
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Our second milestone-passer was Mike “Kid” Davenport, CS-07, whom I believe is our youngest
classmate. As such, he was the last to hit the big 65 (on 18 Mar) and the last to retire from the airlines,
United in his case. (Mike D., I suppose you could argue you deserve the Tail-End Charlie moniker, but no
one was there to defend you in January.) Mike’s squadronmate Stalker Reed sent a picture (below) of
Seagram’s Seven classmates (L to R) Al Kinback, Bill Paterson and Ted Munsch, all of whom flew into
Sacramento for a golf tournament in Mike’s honor. If I get one of Mike’s fini flight, I’ll get it posted to the
website, too. Congratulations to both Mikes!

Seagram’s Seven classmates (L to R) Al Kinback, Bill Paterson and Ted Munsch
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Several other airline/cargo pilots reported their final flights and retirement as well. Stephen Savell, CS14, reported his last flight for American Airlines was in May 2016, but didn’t include any pix.
Ken Bonn, CS-06, made his last flight for JetBlue on 21 Dec 16.

Ken and brother Rob, USAFA ‘81
Ken on flightline for last flight

Ken and Laurie with kids, in-law kids and grand kids
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Bill Gillin, CS-16, had his last flight for FedEx 1 Nov 16 and was met at the gate by his wife, Kathy, and
squadronmate Rich Fazio and his wife Teresa (Rich and Teresa not shown), among others.

Bill & Kathy in cockpit

Bill’s new uniform

And after the flight

Fire Department salute
taxiing in
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After 15 years as the Associate
General Counsel, Commercial Law,
U.S. Department of Justice, Alan
Rotach, CS-33, says he’s finally
breaking out of the Federal Bureau
of Prisons. Having been a D.C.
commuter since PCSing to the
Pentagon in 1989, he and his wife,
Karen, will be riding his Harley on
the roads less traveled around this
beautiful country. Alan says not to
be surprised if you get a phone call
telling you that they're in your
neighborhood, and invited all to
join them on Facebook.

Easy Riders Alan and Karen Rotach, CS-33
Heard from Tim Sisson, CS-30, a bud from BSU (Baptist Student Union) while we were at the Academy,
after quite a few years: “After retiring from the Air Force I taught middle school and high school science
for 15 years. Margaret and I then retired from teaching and have been enjoying retirement, reading,
gardening and golf. We may be moving to Woodland, CA [currently in Vacaville] in another month if all
the contingency dominos fall in place. One of the first orders of business will be planting a few fruit
trees. Planting trees always helps make a new house into a home. I've wanted to plant a pluerry (size of
of a plumb, tastes like a Ranier cherry) for several years, but my ambitions had, long ago, outgrown my
yard.” A quick note about BSU: Our beloved director, Don Gurney, passed away in Georgetown, TX in
November. Over 100 of our classmates who had no other affiliation with BSU attended the Fall 1969
BSU retreat at the Ponderosa Retreat Center, just north of Monument.
Cobra 14 made its presence felt at this year's Master's golf tournament. Ralph Broderick and Craig
MacDonald spent two days taking in the golf and enjoying Augusta National's stunning layout. Craig
says, “We think we could challenge the course record...if only we had an invite!!”
Ed Hawkins, CS-11, came out of retirement at the request of the Mayor of Honolulu to serve as
Executive Director of the Mayor's Office of Economic Development. Of course, Ed signed off with a big
“Aloha!”
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Frank Childers, CS-27, gets the award for the pic with people from the most cadet squadrons with his
photo of a reunion BBQ in Waco, TX of cadet Navigators and wives.

Bill & Gale Roberson, CS-36; Gordy & Jan Purcey, CS-28; Susan & Randy Putz, CS-33; Pete Peterson (Pam
unable to attend), CS-23; and Frank & Kathy Childers, CS-27, at Rudy’s BBQ in Waco

Dave Ellis, CS-32, reported for him and Denny Merideth, CS-08, from the USAFA Men's Rugby team.
Dave photographs while Denny coaches. Dave reports Denny is “a wonderful gentleman, mentor and
coach to the players.” The proof is in the pudding: the team finished the regular season atop the D1A
Western Conference, making it to the national D1A collegiate tournament. Unfortunately, they lost to
the University of Arizona in the first round. Dave’s pix of the D1A tournament are at
https://zoomierugby.shutterfly.com/. Pix from a 7’s (small team) tournament at USAFA in early April
are at https://rmcrugby.shutterfly.com/. I tried to copy a couple of pix from the website here, but the
site prevented me from copying them.
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Speaking of BBQ, Ted Kammire, CS-18, sent in a pic showing the successful results of the 7th Annual
South Florida AOG Pig Hunt. Warning: Animals were harmed in the execution of this event.

L to R: Max Hale, Mark Hale ’70, Ted Kammire and Ed Schindler
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Dirty Thirty Denizens Don and Renee Ottinger, Mickey and Sharon Tramontana, and Jerry and Winnie
O’Connor helped Sharon celebrate Sharon’s [redacted] birthday in Winter Haven, FL. The highlight of
the party was a performance by a Journey tribute band rocking hits from the 70s and 80s. [Congrats to
all Journey fans for their recent selection to the Rock ‘n Roll Hall of Fame.]

L to R: Don and Renee Ottinger, Mickey and Sharon Tramontana, and Jerry
and Winnie O’Connor, all of CS-30.

Thanks for all the inputs and pix. You make my job easy and the columns interesting. If you are not
receiving class-related emails from me, please send me your email and I’ll include you.
“Here’s a toast…to the host…of the men we boast…the U.S. Air Force!”
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